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ABSTRACT: Background: Clinical trials with percutaneous vertebral augmentation (PVA) for intractable pain from vertebral
compression fractures (VCF) have shown variable results. Variation in the outcomes may be related to poor patient selection on
imaging. Objective: To assess if PVA augmentation for osteoporotic VCF results in better improvement in pain when patients were
selected based on clinical examination plus imaging vs clinical examination only. Results: A systematic review and meta-analysis were
performed. PubMed, Embase and Cochrane Library databases were searched from 2000 to May 2018. Two reviewers independently
screened and extracted data to identify randomised control trials (RCTs) on PVA for osteoporotic VCF and assessed the risk of bias.
Standard systematic review and meta-analysis methods were advocated by the Cochrane Collaboration and PRISMA Statement. A total of
12 RCTs with 1110 participants met the inclusion criteria. Eight of the 10 studies (938 participants) that used imaging to confirm oedema
in the target vertebral bodies showed PVA (compared to nonsurgical treatment) was effective in reducing pain (immediate term: mean
difference (MD) of−1.89; 95% confidence interval−1.93 to−1.85, p< 0.001; short term: MD of−1.68; 95% CI−1.82 to−1.54,
p< 0.001; intermediate term: MD of−2.04; 95% CI−2.15 to−1.94, p< 0.001 and long term: MD of−1.88; 95% CI −1.95 to−1.80,
p< 0.001). Conclusions: RCTs using imaging to confirm marrow oedema in the index vertebra showed an improved size effect compared
to RCTs using no imaging. This benefit was observed in the immediate, short, intermediate and long term.

RÉSUMÉ: Améliorer l’efficacité de la vertébroplastie au moyen de l’imagerie médicale : une revue systématique et une méta-analyse. Contexte :
Des essais cliniques au cours desquels on a fait appel aux techniques percutanées de la vertébroplastie (vertebral augmentation) pour soulager des
douleurs réfractaires produites par des fractures vertébrales par compression (FVC) ont donné à voir des résultats variables. Cette variabilité pourrait être
liée à une mauvaise sélection des participants au moyen d’examens d’IRM. Objectif : Évaluer dans quelle mesure la vertébroplastie entraîne un
soulagement accru de la douleur dans le cas de patients aux prises avec des FVC d’origine ostéoporotique. On a ainsi voulu comparer des patients choisis
en fonction d’un examen clinique et d’un examen d’IRM avec d’autres patients choisis en fonction d’un seul examen clinique. Résultats : Nous avons
mené une revue systématique ainsi qu’une méta-analyse. Pour ce faire, nous avons effectué des recherches dans les bases de données suivantes : PubMed,
Embase et Cochrane, et ce, de l’année 2000 au mois de mai 2018. Deux examinateurs indépendants ont ensuite extrait et passé au crible des données afin
d’identifier les essais cliniques randomisés (ECR) portant sur la vertébroplastie dans le cas de FVC d’origine ostéoporotique et d’évaluer les risques de
biais. À noter que notre revue systématique et notre méta-analyse ont été effectuées en tenant compte des méthodes recommandées par Cochrane et
PRISMA. Au total, douze ECR incluant 1110 participants ont satisfait à nos critères de sélection. Sur 10 ECR (938 participants) dans lesquels on a recouru
à un examen d’IRM pour confirmer la présence d’un œdème dans les corps vertébraux ciblés, 8 d’entre eux ont révélé que le recours à la vertébroplastie
était plus efficace qu’un traitement non-chirurgical dans le soulagement de la douleur (sur le champ : écart moyen de -1,89 ; IC 95 % -1,93 à -1,85 ;
p < 0,001 ; à court terme : écart moyen de -1,68 ; IC 95 % -1,82 à -1,54 ; p < 0,001 ; à moyen terme : écart moyen de -2,04 ; IC 95 % -2,15 à -1,94 ;
p< 0,001 ; et à long terme : écart moyen de -1,88 ; IC 95% -1,95 à -1,80 ; p< 0,001). Conclusions : En somme, les ECR utilisant des examens d’IRM pour
confirmer la présence d’œdèmes de la moelle épinière dans une vertèbre de référence (index vertebra) ont révélé une taille d’effet améliorée si on les
compare à des ECR n’utilisant pas ces examens. Cet avantage a été observé sur le champ mais aussi à court, moyen et long terme.
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INTRODUCTION

Vertebral compression fractures (VCF) are the most common
type of osteoporotic fractures resulting in chronic disabling back
pain.1 These fractures are associated with significant rates of
morbidity and mortality2, and an annual direct medical expen-
ditures of more than $37 million in Canada3 and $1 billion in the
USA. Although many patients respond favourably to nonsurgical
care of their VCF, more than 40% of them fail to achieve
significant pain relief by 12 months.2 After a trial of conservative
pain management, many of these patients can be treated with
percutaneous vertebral augmentation (PVA). There are two
primary approaches to PVA – vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty –

that are used to hasten symptom resolution and return of
function.4,5

Two studies comparing vertebroplasty to a controversial sham
control group concluded that the effect of the treatment was due
to a placebo effect.6,7 Despite multiple methodological flaws,8–11

these three studies have negatively affected the practice of PVAs.
One of the important limitations of patient selection was lack of
imaging as inclusion criteria in two of them,6 since clinical
examination does not exclude other sources of back pain, par-
ticularly when associated with chronic VCF. Bone scan as well as
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) show marrow oedema as
evidence of active inflammation in the VCF. On MRI, short-TI
inversion recovery (STIR) sequence is best to show marrow
oedema as STIR nulls the signal from marrow fat, making the
oedema more conspicuous. Active inflammation on imaging
along with focal tenderness at the same level on clinical exami-
nation increases the likelihood of VCF as the source of back pain.
Variation in the outcome from vertebroplasty trials may be
related to poor patient selection by some of the trials. Confirming
marrow oedema/active inflammation on imaging may allow these
patients to get the maximum benefit from PVAs. Despite the
recognition of the lack of imaging in selection criteria as an
important study design flaw, this has not been examined in a
systematic review. A Cochrane review in 2015 highlighted
patient selection based solely on clinical criteria of the presence
of back pain and duration of pain.12 The purpose of our study was
to perform a systematic review of the published literature to
synthesise the evidence on the efficacy of PVA in VCF patients,
when selected based on clinical examination plus imaging con-
firmation compared to when selected solely on clinical examina-
tion. We hypothesised that imaging confirmation of marrow
oedema will result in higher pain reduction from vertebroplasty
compared with when imaging was not used for patient selection.

METHODS

We used standard systematic review and meta-analysis meth-
ods advocated by the Cochrane Collaboration and PRISMA
(Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses) Statement.13–15 The systematic review was registered to
the PROSPERO register, registration number: CRD42017071533.

Randomised controlled trials (RCT) selecting patients based
on clinical examination only were compared with RCTs selecting
patient based on imaging confirmation of marrow oedema as well
as clinical examination to assess the efficacy of PVAs in osteo-
porotic VCF. A change of score by at least 1.5 on visual analogue
scale (VAS) was considered minimum important change in
pain.16

Inclusion Criteria

Study type: RCTs of any design were included.
Patient type: RCTs that enrolled patients of any age with the

diagnosis of painful osteoporotic VCFs of any duration.
Intervention: RCTs that compared either vertebroplasty or

kyphoplasty for the treatment of osteoporotic VCFs compared to
the usual care or placebo or sham procedure.

Outcome measures: Mean pain score measured by VAS.
Follow-up period: Efficacy of PVAs was defined as a change

in VAS from baseline at immediate-term (<30 days, weighted
towards 7 days), short-term (1 month to <3 months, weighted
towards 1 month), intermediate-term (3 months to <6 months,
weighted towards 3 months) and long-term (6 months to 12
months, weighted towards 6 months) follow-up.

Publication types: Search was unrestricted, but non-English lan-
guage studieswere excluded from thefinal review andmeta-analysis.
This was mainly due to lack of resources for translation. All
publications on RCTs from across the world were included. Only
study articles published in the peer-reviewed literaturewere included.

Exclusion criteria: Any study with quasi-randomised method
of allocation, such as by alternation or by date of birth, was
excluded. Studies on PVA were done for indications other than
osteoporotic VCF such as acute trauma or oncologic fractures.
Non-English language studies were also excluded.

Search strategy: A computerised search of PubMed, Embase
and Cochrane Library was done using index terms and keywords
(Table 1). No time filter was used for publication date. In addition
to online database searching, reference lists of all included studies
and previous reviews were also screened. Some of these studies
were published after the last Cochrane review12; and thus, our
systematic review filled an important gap.

Table 1: Key words used for the search strategy of electronic
databases

Randomised controlled trials published anytime till June 2017 using the following
search strategy for PubMed and adapted for Embase

• (randomised controlled trial[pt]

• OR controlled clinical trial[pt]

• OR random*[tiab]

• OR placebo[tiab]

• OR drug therapy[sh]

• OR trial[tiab]

• OR “drug therapy”[tiab])))

• AND ("kyphoplasty"[MeSH Terms]

• OR kyphoplast*[tiab]

• OR vertebroplasty[MH]

• OR vertebroplast*[tiab]

• OR vertebral augmentation[tiab]

• NOT animal*[tiab])

For Cochrane Library

• kyphoplast*:ti,ab,kw

• or kyphoplast*:ti,ab,kw

• or "vertebral augmentation":ti,ab,kw
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Data collection and analysis: Two researchers independently
used Covidence for the primary and secondary screening (title/
abstract and full text, respectively) and data extraction to
streamline the production of standard intervention reviews. The
titles and abstracts were screened and were categorised as ‘Yes’,
‘No’ and ‘Maybe’. For those categorised as ‘Yes’ and ‘Maybe’, a
full text review was done to assess the inclusion of the studies.
Data were then extracted from the included studies using a
standard extraction form with characteristics of the trials, parti-
cipants, interventions and outcomes. The data were only
extracted from intention to treat analysis.

Covidence was also used for risk of bias assessment using
Cochrane risk of bias criteria. Cochrane risk of bias criteria included
assessment of sequence generation; allocation concealment; blinding
of participants and study personnel; blinding of outcome assessors;
incomplete outcome data, selective outcome reporting and other
sources of bias. Data on all relevant variables were collected.

Meta-analysis: A quantitative synthesis, supplemented by a
qualitative discussion, was used for a thorough and accessible
amount of the available data. For the quantitative synthesis, meta-
analysis was conducted to synthesise mean difference (MD) in
pain estimates between patients selected using imaging and
clinical examination vs those selected only on clinical examina-
tion. The efficacy of PVA for these two groups was calculated
using a fixed effects generic inverse variance meta-analysis. The
Cochrane Collaboration statistical software, Review manager
(Revman 5.3) was used to conduct the meta-analysis, and forest
plots and funnel charts were generated. Pooled estimates and 95%
confidence interval (CI) were calculated in overall as well as
subgroup analysis. The unit of analysis was the number of
participants (and not the number of fractures).

Missing data: The studies with missing data could not be
included in the meta-analysis. When the number of patients at each
time points was not specified, the number of patients randomised
was used for meta-analysis. For continuous outcomes, when stan-
dard deviation (SD) was not reported, SDs were calculated from
standard errors, 95% CIs or p-values using Revman calculator tool.
For continuous outcomes presented only graphically, the mean and
95% CIs were extracted from the graphs using WebPlotDigitizer
(http://arohatgi.info/WebPlotDigitizer/).

Assessment of heterogeneity: The statistical heterogeneity
was assessed by visually assessing the scatter of effect estimates
on the forest plots, and by using the Chi-squared statistic and the
I2 statistic.17 I2 statistic was interpreted using the following as an
approximate guide18:

• 0%–40% may not be important heterogeneity;
• 30%–60% may represent moderate heterogeneity;
• 50%–90% may represent substantial heterogeneity and
• 75%–100% may represent considerable heterogeneity.

In case of considerable heterogeneity, we explored the data
further with subgroup analysis.

Grading of evidence: Overall, quality of evidence was
graded by interpretation of the quantitative synthesis using
recommendations of the GRADE Working Group.19 The risk
of bias, the completeness and context of available evidence, and
the size and consistency of observed effect were considered in
the grading of evidence.

RESULTS

Our search strategy of electronic databases (Figure 1) identi-
fied a total of 1312 citations, including citations from conference
proceedings. After discarding 254 duplicates, a total of 1058
citations were screened for title and abstracts (Figure 1). Of this,
90 relevant full-text articles were identified. Thirteen RCTs
(2 kyphoplasty and 11 vertebroplasty RCTs) met the inclusion
criteria for this review. Since there were only two kyphoplasty
RCTs with no comparators, we decided to exclude them to reduce
the heterogeneity.20,21

The RCTs included were conducted in Italy and other
European countries,22 China,23,24 Iran,25 Spain,26 Netherlands,
Belgium,27–29 Australia,7,30 USA, UK, Australia6 and Denmark31

(Table 2).
A total of 12 RCTs were included in our review6,7,22–28,30,31

(Table 2). Of these, 10 used imaging (MRI or bone scan) to
confirm bone oedema for patient selection7,22–30 (Figure 4). The
other two RCTs did not use imaging to confirm bone oedema as
for their patient selection.6,31 Of the 10 RCTs which used
imaging for patient selection, 8 of them showed improvement
in pain score after vertebroplasty compared to conservative/sham
management.22–28,30 Only 2 of these 10 RCTs showed no
improvement of pain score after vertebroplasty.7,29

A total of four RCTs showed that vertebroplasty did not
result in the improvement of pain score.6,7,29,31 Out of these,
two studies used imaging as inclusion criteria,7,29 the third
RCT used imaging only when there was uncertainty about the
age of the fractures6 and the fourth used imaging only when
there were more than one level of VCF.31 The latter two
studies did not report imaging as their inclusion criteria and
did not report the percentage of patients in which imaging was
used.

Trial design: Only parallel design RCTs were included in the
study. Eight of the 12 RCTs compared vertebroplasty to nonsur-
gical care.22–28,31 The other four RCTs compared vertebroplasty
to a sham procedure.6,7,29,30

In studies, where crossover was allowed, the primary
outcome of mean pain difference was recorded before cross-
over was allowed. The analysis was based on intention to
treat.

Trial participants: A total of 5725 patients with osteoporotic
VCF were screened in the 12 RCTs to include 1629 patients. Of
1453 patients included, 1279 (78.51%) were female. One RCT
included only female patients.22 The pain score was reported at
different follow-up intervals in these RCTs. Effort was taken to
include all data points reported in the RCTs for the meta-analysis.
One RCT was excluded from the meta-analysis as it did not have
any follow-up information to be included in the meta-analysis.22

After excluding patients from this RCT,21 1110 patients were
included in the meta-analysis. Of these, 564 underwent verteb-
roplasty and 546 were in the control arms and received either
conservative management or sham procedure. The minimum age
of the participants was 50 years old. Of the 12 RCTs, 4 did not
specify the age of the patients.7,23,25,26

Interventions: All RCTs included had vertebroplasty done
for patients in the interventional arm. Vertebroplasty was
done using either uni or bipedicular approach. Vertebroplasty
was done for one to four vertebral body levels in the studies.
Most studies included vertebral bodies from T5 to L5 levels.
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For the control arm, eight RCTs used conservative manage-
ment and the other four used sham procedure.6,7,29,30 Of these
four RCTs with the sham control group, one found verteb-
roplasty beneficial in improving pain30 and the other three
were neutral.6,7,29 For sham procedures, the participants
underwent the same procedures as those in the vertebroplasty
group up to the insertion of the 13-gauge needle to rest on the
periosteum of the lamina and vertebral bodies were gently
tapped in two studies.6,7,29 In one study, the periosteum was
not touched.30 To simulate vertebroplasty, polymethyl meth-
acrylate was prepared so that its smell permeated the room.

Outcome: Pain was the main outcome to test the efficacy of
vertebroplasty. Most commonly used pain score was VAS on a
scale of 0–10. The RCTs varied in the duration of pain prior to
patient selection. Six RCTs included patients with less than 8
weeks of symptoms.22,24,28–31,32 Six studies included patients
with more than 8 weeks and up to 12 months of symp-
toms.6,7,23,25–27 Six of the 12 RCTs did not specify the baseline
pain score as their inclusion criteria.12,22,23,25,27,31 In the other six
studies, the pain score as inclusion criteria varied from three6 to
seven.30 All RCTs reported pain difference on VAS. One study
also used Dallas Pain Questionnaire.31

Other outcome measures included the assessment of disability
and quality of life. The scales varied significantly among studies
and thus were not comparable. The scales used to measure
disability were Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire,Oswestry
Disability Index, 36-Item Short Form Survey (SF-36) and Study
of Osteoporotic Fractures Activities of Daily Living. The scales

used to measure the quality of life were Quality of Life
Questionnaire of the European Foundation for Osteoporosis
(QUALEFFO), Mental Component Summary, European Quality
of Life with 5 Dimensions (EQ-5D) and Assessment of Quality of
Life. Of these, the most consistently used scale was QUALEFFO
in five RCTs7,27–30 and data could be extracted from only three of
these7,29,30 and thus was not assessed in this review. Number of
vertebral body fracture on follow-up, serious adverse events and
treatment success rate were also inconsistently reported and were
not assessed in this review.

Benefits

Vertebroplasty vs Control.

There was substantial heterogeneity between studies with
I2 = 96%–100% for the pooled estimate for all RCTs (1110
participants) (Figures 2–5). PVA was effective in reducing pain
at immediate-term (MD of−1.87; 95% CI −1.91 to−1.83,
p < 0.001), short-term (MD of−1.52; 95% CI −1.65 to−1.39,
p < 0.001), intermediate-term (MD of −2.00; 95% CI−2.11
to−1.89, p < 0.001) and long-term (MD of−1.88; 95% CI−1.95
to−1.80, p< 0.001) follow-up.

Imaging vs No Imaging.

Only 2 of the 12 RCTs included in this review did not have
imaging specified as their inclusion criteria (Figures 2–5).6,31

Eight of the 10 RCTs (762 participants) that used imaging to

Figure 1: Flowchart of selection of studies.
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confirm oedema in the target vertebral bodies showed PVA was
effective in reducing pain at immediate-term (MD of−1.89; 95%
CI−1.93 to−1.85, p< 0.001), short-term (MD of −1.52; 95%
CI−1.65 to−1.39, p< 0.001), intermediate-term (MD of−2.04;
95% CI−2.15 to−1.94, p< 0.001) and long-term (MD of−1.88;
95% CI −1.95 to−1.80, p< 0.001) follow-up. There was sub-
stantial heterogeneity between studies with I2= 96%–100% for
the pooled estimate for these RCTs (1110 participants).

Two RCTs (172 participants) did not include imaging as
inclusion criteria and showed PVA was not effective in reducing
pain at immediate-term (MD of 0.10; 95% CI −0.23 to –0.43,
p= 0.56), short-term (MD of−0.40; 95% CI−0.77 to−0.03,
p< 0.04) and intermediate-term (MD of −0.50; 95% CI −0.33
to –1.33, p= 0.24) follow-up. Both of these studies did not report
the long-term outcomes. One of them reported only the immedi-
ate- and short-term outcomes.6 The other reported only the
intermediate-term outcome.31 The heterogeneity was not appli-
cable to this subgroup as there was only one study available for
comparison at immediate, short and intermediate term.

Risk of bias in included studies: The risk of bias was assessed
for allocation, blinding, incomplete outcome data, selective
reporting and other sources. The risk of bias summary for each
risk of bias item for each included RCT is shown in Figure 6. This
is shown in a risk of bias graph where the judgements about each
risk of bias item are presented as percentages across all included
studies (Figure 7). The risk of bias was used for grading the
evidence from this review.

DISCUSSION

Summary of Main Results

VCF is a common cause of chronic disabling back pain.1

Many of these patients do not respond to conservative pain
management and may be treated with PVA. The evidence for
PVA is debated. For the purpose of this review, a change of score
by at least 1.5 on VAS was considered minimum important
change.16 The pooled estimate of all included RCTs showed
significant (p< 0.001) improvement in mean pain.

Table 2: Summary of all included studies

Imaging for
diagnosis

Authors Year of publication Country Intervention Number of patients Follow-up duration

1 Yes Firanescu et al. 2018 Netherlands VP 90 12 mths

Sham 86

2 Yes Leali et al. 2016 Italy (other
European
countries)

VP 200 6 mths

CM 200

3 Yes Yang et al. 2016 China VP 66 12 mths

CM 69

4 Yes Farrokhi et al. 2011 Iran VP 40 36 mths

CM 42

5 Yes Blasco et al. 2012 Spain VP 64 12 mths

CM 61

6 Yes Chen et al. 2014 China VP 46 12 mths

CM 50

7 Yes Clark et al. 2016 Australia VP 61 6 mths

Sham 59

8 Yes Voormolen et al. 2007 Netherlands VP 18 2 wks

CM 16

9 Yes Klazen et al. 2010 Netherlands and
Belgium

VP 101 1 mth

CM 101

10 Yes Buchbinder et al. 2009 Australia VP 38 3 mths

Sham 40

11 No Kallmes et al. 2009 USA, UK, Australia VP 68 1 mth

Sham 63

12 No Rousing et al. 2009 Denmark VP 26 3 mths

CM 24

VP=Vertebroplasty; CM=Conservative management; US=United States; UK=United Kingdom; mth=Month.
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Our systematic review of 12 RCTs showed that 8 of the 10
RCTs that used imaging confirmation as inclusion criteria
showed benefit from vertebroplasty. The other two RCTs that
did not use imaging confirmation as inclusion criteria did not
show benefit from vertebroplasty.6,31 The meta-analysis was

possible for data from 11 of the 12 studies. On VAS, the RCTs
selecting patients on imaging showed higher efficacy in reducing
pain at immediate-term (MD of−1.89; 95% CI−1.93 to−1.85),
short-term (MD of −1.68; 95% CI−1.82 to−1.54), intermediate-
term (MD of−2.04; 95% CI−2.15 to−1.94) and equal efficacy

Figure 2: Forest plot representing a comparison between vertebroplasty and control in the mean
difference in change in pain score (visual analogue scale) from baseline at immediate-term follow-up
for the subgroups: imaging performed and imaging not performed.

Figure 3: Forest plot representing a comparison between vertebroplasty and control in the mean
difference in change in pain score (visual analogue scale) from baseline at short-term (1–3 months)
follow-up for the subgroups: imaging performed and imaging not performed.

Figure 4: Forest plot representing a comparison between vertebroplasty and control in the mean
difference in change in pain score (visual analogue scale) from baseline at intermediate-term (3–6
months) follow-up for the subgroups: imaging performed and imaging not performed.
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at long-term (MD of−1.88; 95% CI −1.95 to−1.80) follow-up
compared to the pooled estimates of all the trials. On the other
hand, the RCTs that did not select patients on imaging showed the
vertebroplasty was not effective in pain reduction at immediate-
term (MD of 0.10; 95% CI−0.23 to –0.43, p= 0.56), short-term
(MD of −0.40; 95% CI−0.77 to−0.03, p< 0.04) and intermedi-
ate-term (MD of −0.50; 95% CI−0.33 to –1.33, p= 0.24)
follow-up. At short term, even though these RCTs confirmed
the efficacy of vertebroplasty, the MD of pain was only 0.4, much
lower than the threshold of 1.5 to be considered meaningful pain
improvement.

This is very important information for patients suffering from
chronic disabling pain. After the publication of the two sham trials in
20096,7 and another in 2018,29there is a general perception in the
physician community that vertebroplasty was proven not to be
beneficial for pain relief in patients with osteoporotic VCF. The
findings from our review suggest that vertebroplasty is effective for
pain relief in this patient population, particularly when patients were
selected with imaging confirmation of oedema.

Completeness and applicability of evidence: This review is
limited as it only reviewed the evidence provided by 12 RCTs
performed in different parts of the world. However, this review
included all RCTs of vertebroplasty compared with conservative/
sham treatments for osteoporotic VCF that were published before

April, 2018. Vertebroplasty was compared to conservative man-
agement (in eight trials) and sham procedures (in four trials). The
trials tend to report different outcome measures using different
outcome scales. To reach a more homogeneous conclusion, we
selected the most important purpose of vertebroplasty (i.e., pain
relief) using the simple and widely used pain scale (i.e., VAS).
The pain outcome was also grouped at different predetermined
follow-up intervals. Given the heterogeneity in reporting of
outcomes and the substantial heterogeneity of more than 95%
in our review, the conclusion from our review should be cau-
tiously used in routine clinical practice. This review highlights
the need of more well-designed RCTs to confirm the efficacy of
vertebroplasty, and these RCTs must include imaging confirma-
tion of marrow oedema for selection of patients.

Quality of evidence: For our primary comparison and sub-
group analysis of RCTs, the overall quality was high by GRADE
approach.33 But the quality should be downgraded to moderate
since some of the included studies suffered from a high risk of
bias and heterogeneity (Figures 6 and 7).

Potential bias in the review process: Two reviewers indepen-
dently screened all the studies to reduce any bias during the
screening process. Inclusion of only studies with full publication
in peer-reviewed journals led to publication bias. This was done
to keep the quality of evidence to the highest possible level. Only

Figure 5: Forest plot representing a comparison between vertebroplasty and control in the mean
difference in change in pain score (visual analogue scale) from baseline at long-term follow-up for the
subgroups: imaging performed and imaging not performed.

Figure 6: Risk of bias summary: judgements about each risk of bias item for each included RCT.
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studies published in the English language were included due to
lack of translation service for appropriate translation of studies
published in languages other than English. However, the funnel
plot suggests this did not result in any significant publication bias
(Figure 8).

How is This Different From Other Reviews?

Multiple reviews have assessed the efficacy of vertebroplasty
for the treatment of back pain from osteoporotic VCF in
RCTs,12,32,34–43 with some of them including non-RCTs.35–37 These
reviews showed the efficacy of vertebroplasty in improvement of
pain compared to conservative management, but a systematic review
of poorly designed cohort studies and non-RCTs generates only low
quality of evidence in favour of vertebroplasty. The systematic
reviews12,34,38–41 that included two early sham control studies6,7 also
showed the efficacy of vertebroplasty in pain improvement when
compared to conservative management for osteoporotic VCFs.
However, vertebroplasty did not perform better than sham proce-
dures. This raised the possibility of placebo effect from vertebro-
plasty. The two early sham studies6,12 and another recent sham
study32 used sham procedure with infiltration of periosteum, which
by itself could give pain relief. Thus, sham procedure was too

aggressive and simulates the intervention. Another, more recent,
study30 used less aggressive sham procedure (with no periosteal
infiltration). This study concluded that vertebroplasty performed
better than sham procedure.

More recent systematic reviews32,41–43 with recent RCTs
showed pain relief was better with vertebroplasty compared to
conservative management. This was supported by our systematic
review and meta-analysis of all RCTs comparing vertebroplasty
with conservative or sham treatments published to date.

None of these reviews addressed patient selection based on
imaging confirmation of marrow oedema, as selection criteria for
the subjects. The current review showed that the improvement in
pain score was significantly higher at immediate, short, and
intermediate time points, when patients were selected based on
imaging confirmation of marrow oedema but was lost at long-
term follow-up. Studies with no imaging confirmation in their
inclusion criteria failed to show any improvement in pain score
when treated with vertebroplasty compared to conservative man-
agement.6,31 Our study is unique as this was the first and only one
to assess improvement of pain when patients were selected for
vertebroplasty based on imaging confirmation of marrow oede-
ma. Our review confirmed that when vertebroplasty was done
without imaging confirmation of marrow oedema, the patients

Figure 7: Risk of bias graph: judgements about each risk of bias
item presented as percentages across all included RCTs.

Figure 8: Funnel plot of comparison: 1 VP, outcome: 1.2 Change in pain intensity
from baseline.
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may not benefit from vertebroplasty at any time point. This is
likely due to multiple different sources of chronic back pain. In
the absence of marrow oedema, the fractured vertebral body is
less likely to be the source of pain. Hence, addressing such
fractured vertebral bodies with vertebroplasty would not improve
the pain score immediately or up to intermediate term. These
important patient selection criteria for vertebroplasty have not
been assessed in any reviews in the past.

AUTHOR’S CONCLUSION

Implication for Practice

The grade of evidence, in favour of vertebroplasty for pain
relief in painful osteoporotic VCF, is only moderate. Better
designed RCTs are needed to prove this beyond doubts. For
future RCTs as well as in routine clinical practice, vertebroplasty
should only be offered in painful osteoporotic VCF in the
presence of marrow oedema on imaging in the index vertebral
body. Our study results may help funding applications for
vertebroplasty for osteoporotic VCF in suitable patients.

Implication for Research

In the light of our review, any future trials evaluating efficacy of
PVA in osteoporotic VCF should select patients only with imaging
confirmation of marrow oedema in the fractured vertebral body. In
our review, the evidence for efficacy of vertebroplasty for improve-
ment in pain score is only moderate due to the biases in included
RCTs. For a higher level of evidence, better designed RCT, free of
all recognised biases, should be conducted and patients should only
be selected after imaging confirmation of marrow oedema.

CONCLUSIONS

RCTs using imaging to confirm marrow oedema in the index
vertebra showed an improved size effect compared to RCTs using
no imaging. This benefit was observed in the immediate, short,
intermediate and long term.
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